
Grading Continuum for Portfolio 
 

Student: _______________________ 
 
Portfolio: Portfolio is organized by 

categories and is easy to 
follow. Includes a table of 
contents & tabbing with all 
required components. +15 

Portfolio has a 
table of contents 
and all 
components but 
is difficult to 
follow. +7.5 

Portfolio does 
not have a table 
of contents and 
is missing some 
components. 
+2.5 

Organization and 
structure of paper:  

The paper is well organized 
with reference to specific tools 
used. Paper refers to findings 
in tools including corresponding 
wordage and using examples 
of actual scores. +10 

Some reference 
to tools used 
including actual 
scores and some 
vocabulary. +5 

 

Little or no 
reference to 
tools used. No 
scores in paper. 
+0 

 
Grammar, 
Mechanics, and 
Sentence 
Structure: 

Little or no errors in grammar, 
spelling or punctuation. +10 

Some grammar 
and punctuation 
errors, but do not 
interfere with 
reader 
understanding. 
+5 

Several spelling 
errors. 
Punctuation and 
grammar that 
interfere with 
reader 
understanding. 
+2.5 

Montessori 
support 

2 or more Montessori materials 
used to support the goal +10 

1 Montessori 
materials used to 
support the goal 
+7.5 

No Montessori 
materials used 
to support the 
goal +0 

Application of 
tools used for 
curriculum 
planning:  

2 or more goals and activities 
are clearly connected to results 
of the tools used. +20 

1 goal and 
activities are 
connected to the 
results of tools. 
+10 

Little or no 
connection to 
the result of 
tools. +0 

Screening tools 
and assessments: 

ASQ with evidence, Denver II 
with evidence & age 
calculation, DRDP with two 
forms evidence per measure 
+30 

One or more tool 
incomplete. +15 

One or more tool 
missing. +0 

Timeliness:  Assignment is turned in on 
time. +5 

Assignment is turned late. +0 

SCORE: /100 

 

 



Assessment Content for Portfolio 

• Child’s Portfolio is required to be submitted via www.livebinder.com  
o Access link and key must be emailed to the instructor 

• Grading Continuum 

• Table of contents  

• Letter signed by parent/guardian  

• Screening Tools  

o ASQ 
§ Information Page 
§ Tool 
§ Child’s work 

o Denver II 

§ Age calculation 
§ Tool 
§ Child’s work 

o DRDP 

§ Information Pages 
§ Rating Record 
§ Tool, 7-8 Measurers (One from each domain)  

• Two proof of evidence per measurer placed after 
measure 

• Written essay paper on screening tools used 

o Introduction 

§ Explain how you prepared for each tool 

o Body 

§ Write one overall goal that are connected to the results of 
the tools used for each of the following domains  

• Cognitive: include Language development, Self-
Regulation, Math, Science, History, Science 

• Physical: Fine Motor and Gross Motor, Social, 
Emotional  

§ In each goal write two specific next steps with suggested 
activities (one for each domain listed above.) 

§ In each goal include two recommendations from the 
Montessori Early Childhood environment that would support 
the child (one for each domain listed above.)  

• Consider temperament, development, and family 
culture. 

o Conclusion 

§ Explain what you learned  

 
 



 
Screening Tool Essay Format 

 
Paper must be submitted typed in essay format.  

o Size 12 font  

o Black font 

o 1 inch margins 

o Double-spaced 

• Papers must have a heading with identifying information. 

o Student name 

o Instructor 

o Course name & number 

o Date of submission 

• Your paper should be well organized with reference to specific tools used. 

• Be sure all tools and scores are thoroughly addressed. Refer to the finding 

in the tools, corresponding wordage, and use examples of actual scores. 

• To earn the highest number of points and to receive a passing grade, 

please proofread your paper and use spell check and grammar check.  

 
Example of written goal:  
 

One physical development goal for Bobby, from the DRDP PD-HLTH 2, is 

to increase her gross motor skills from Exploring Later to Building Earlier by 

developing her upper body strength. Bobby is unable to run with short uneven 

steps without losing her balance. To support her in this goal, I have set up an 

outside activity that she can do with her peers called Laundry Basket Scooters. 

On an outside grass area free from obstruction, Bobby and her peers will push a 

weighted laundry basket (filled with balls or other outside equipment) across the 

grass area. Once Bobby has worked with this activity for a few weeks, I will move 

onto the next step and have her work on increasing her balancing skills with the 

Montessori activity, walking on the line. Inside I will set-up a straight line on the 

carpet with blue tape. On a tray, I will have several items Bobby, and her peers 

can select an item and try to balance that item in her hand while walking on the 

blue line. After a few weeks, I will retest Bobby’s ability to balance while running. 

 
	  


